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Business Optimization and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) 
Developing and maintaining effective and efficient business processes in the ever-evolving 
financial institution work environment can be challenging. The introduction of new software 
and new products, exploring the potential of and entering new markets, can all have an effect 
on a business and result in operational inefficiencies and an increase in TCO. 

Regulatory compliance is another aspect that can affect TCO and requires making sure all 
organizational processes are not only compliant with internal policies, but are in line with all 
regulatory requirements while at the same time reducing operational risk and maximizing ROI.  

Price =/ Cost 

Most businesses are well-acquainted with the concept of “Total Cost of Ownership,” which is a 
much more accurate estimate of the actual cost of systems because it factors in all direct and 
indirect costs of purchase, implementation, and maintenance. 

The TCO of a business’ IT architecture isn’t merely the purchase and licensing cost of the 
necessary hardware and software. Installation and implementation costs, data migration, and 
staff training must all be considered, along with all of the costs for day-to-day operations and 
maintenance. The costs associated with necessary bug fixes/patches, updates and upgrades as 
well as enhancements and customizations must also be factored into TCO. 

Reducing client TCO is always a primary goal of Werth IT, no matter the project. That’s why we 
work exclusively with FIS/SunGard’s Front Arena platform. Front Arena is designed to meet the 
demands of a modern, changing market. As a single cross-asset front-to-back platform, it’s 
ideal for both software and process consolidation and simplification. Its modular enhancement 
capabilities also make it uniquely suited for client-customized expansion and growth—letting 
clients get new products to market fast—all while maintaining process and infrastructure 
efficiency and integrity. 

Front Arena allows our clients to reduce the total numbers of systems within their IT 
architecture, streamline workflows and optimize business processes to improve efficiencies 
and lower TCO. 

Werth IT has several services specifically designed to help clients wanting to examine their TCO 
with regards to lowering their bottom line and optimizing their business processes.  We also 
provide vendor-independent training, guidance, and support, and are able to offer a second 
opinion on FIS recommendations as requested by the client. 
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Process Analysis Services 

Full Business Process and IT Architecture Analysis 

Werth IT’s robust analysis looks at all workflows, data flows, and business processes in a 
client’s office, covering the whole of the office, front-to-back. We examine the entire IT 
architecture – its systems and platforms and how they interact with one another. Are there 
systems that duplicate processes and functions, that could be consolidated and simplified?  

We also look at the end-user workflows of a client’s systems: are they needlessly over-
complicated and opaque, resulting in frustration and loss of end-user time? 

Front Arena Process Analysis 

For clients wanting a more narrowly focused service, Werth IT can perform a rigorous analysis 
of Front Arena usage, looking for ways to optimize the client’s use of the platform and 
eliminate operational inefficiencies. Translating a client’s requirements into optimal technical 
solutions requires a thorough analysis of the client’s unique data flows. Werth IT examines the 
entire process chain in the trade lifecycle, examining client market data feeds, order routing 
and quoting settings. 

Werth IT’s Process Analysis Report 

No matter which analysis a client chooses, Werth IT clients receive a detailed report. The 
examined process chain/s and all steps – from the front to the back office – are presented. All 
potential points of failure, as well as any inefficiencies discovered in the client processes and 
workflows are identified. Concrete, actionable solutions are presented to the client in detail, 
outlining optimized workflows and necessary changes, as well as the steps required to 
implement them. 

Our report helps clients to create a vision and direction for their business processes, and we 
present concrete steps and support towards initiating a team approach and collaborative 
metrics to measure outcomes and progress.  

Front Arena Production Support and Management Services 

Because we are solely focused on Front Arena, we are experts in all aspects of the platform, 
from installation and implementation, to upgrades and enhancements, to integrating client 
customizations, to everyday maintenance. Assigning the management of your Front Arena 
platform to Werth IT will allow, your staff to focus on value-added tasks and more strategic 
goals and second, because it means there is never a need to worry about knowledge and skills 
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loss during staff turnover or other tasks disrupting the diligence and attention required to keep 
the Front Arena platform operating properly. 

Quality Expertise 

Clients are assured of an always up-to-date system built on best practices, leveraged to its 
maximum potential and fully customized for a client’s specific needs, and which is always in 
full compliance with all regulatory requirements. 

Our deep, expert knowledge of the platform means the client no longer has to worry about the 
costs and operational risks associated with having staff who are less familiar with the 
platform’s applications in charge of important tasks such as upgrades, enhancements, and 
testing.  

Cost Predictability 

Werth IT provides a transparent, scalable cost structure so that clients are always aware of all 
costs and can factor it into IT budgets, and can choose to scale our services up or down in 
response to their current business needs and activity levels. Our clients have maximum 
flexibility when it comes to using our expertise when and how they need it. 

Werth IT’s Business Optimization Principles 

No matter the scope of project, Werth IT provides solutions that are optimized to save our 
clients time and money. In designing client solutions, we focus on three core principles: 

Complexity Reduction 

The more complex your IT architecture and the more processes and workflows you use, the 
less efficient your office. It’s our priority to utilize standard software and a client’s already-
existing in-house solutions whenever it’s possible to do so in order to save development time 
and costs. We make use of a client’s existing code libraries to minimize the development of 
new code, while working to standardize behavior and performance and making sure the code 
is up to standard. In addition, we point out where a client can consolidate systems, resulting in 
lower costs as redundant or unnecessary platforms and systems are eliminated. 

Our process analyses present simplified and standardized processes to increase staff efficiency 
and alleviate “pain points” within workflows, resulting in optimized office operations. 
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Ease of Use and Maintenance 

Because our process analyses involves speaking with a client’s actual end-users, the workflows 
we develop are always user-friendly, and we ensure client staff is confident in their expertise 
with all implemented solutions before we close out a project. 

Customized training ensures our clients are able to maximize the value of their Front Arena 
platform. We tailor our training to each individual client’s experience and needs and conduct 
training on-site, utilizing the client’s own system and data for maximum relevance. A properly-
trained staff is significantly more motivated, productive and effective at their jobs. 

We provide precise reports and documentation – including functional and technical 
specifications, ready-to-use templates and test plans – making platform knowledge and 
maintenance people-independent, and are always available to our clients on an as-needed 
basis should questions arise. 

Automation 

By implementing automation where it is appropriate and feasible to do so, we free up staff 
man-hours and our automated testing and analysis tools – including our proprietary regression 
testing framework – decreases operational risk, resulting in an increase in overall office 
efficiency. 

Werth IT overhauls your business processes with the aim of increasing automated straight-
through processing as much as possible. 

Werth IT’s services result in reduced TCO, increased efficiency, and optimized business 
processes so our clients are better able to adapt to the changing markets quickly and take on 
new business opportunities in today’s competitive banking and trading environment. 
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